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A SET OF CHAMBER JAZZ DUETS FEATURING BASSIST MASON DAUGHERTY

By Scott Yanow

Greg Chako is a very skilled jazz guitarist and composer who performs music in his own individual voice with consistent 
creativity. But because he has spent long periods living overseas, he is not as well-known as his talents deserve. The 
release of his latest album, A Place For Bass – Chamber Jazz Duets should help improve the situation. The collaborations 
with bassist Mason Daugherty, which feature the duo operating as equals, is the latest accomplishment in his very 
productive career.

A Place For Bass originated when Greg Chako realized that “I’ve recorded duos with piano and voice but I’ve never written 
anything specifically for the bass. That was ironic because bass-guitar duos are the most common format for gigs. Because 
I’m less interested in virtuous guitar playing than in composing songs that are close to my heart, for this album I put the 
bass on top.” The bass professor from the University of Cincinnati recommended Mason Daugherty and Greg knew within a 
couple of songs that the brilliant young bassist would be perfect for the project.

While there have been some notable guitar-bass recordings in the past, most notably by the teams of Jim Hall & Ron Carter 
and Joe Pass & Niels-Henning Orsted Pederson, A Place For Bass is quite a bit different due to the equal roles played by 
the two musicians (Daugherty is never just an accompanist) and Greg Chako’s intricate arrangements and compositions. A 
Place For Bass has an impressive amount of variety including a jazz waltz, a major blues, a minor blues, some more 
contemporary-sounding songs, numbers inspired by Bach and Brazilian music, and a couple of contrafacts (originals 
utilizing the chord changes but not the melody of standards). It is also filled with unpredictable moments that add to the 
music’s quiet excitement.

While Chako thinks of himself more as a composer than as a guitarist, both of his talents are very much in evidence 
throughout A Place For Bass, a subtle and quietly inventive work that grows in interest with each listen.

What are experts saying about this new album?

“Greg set out to feature the bassist in more than an accompanying role with these compositions and it is really a seamless conversation between two great players. 
This is some beautiful music! - Dave Stryker, World-renowned jazz guitarist, composer, educator and recording artist”

"Masterful precision ... constantly lyrical and swinging ... Absolutely amazing! They’ve redefined playing together!” - Ron McClure, World-Renowned Jazz Bassist

“A great sound! Class musicians” - Jimmy Bruno, Master Jazz Guitarist and Educator

“These guys are attached at the hip capturing the essence of each track with great feeling and clarity … Extremely polished … covers a great deal of moods and 
harmonic diversity in the entire superb program. There are huge surprises too! This is World-Class and will inspire repeated listening. BRAVO to two consummate 
Jazz musicians” - Rufus Reid, Master Jazz Bassist/Composer 

“Beautiful CD!! Phenomenal interplay, great compositions, and a vibe that is all it's own due the players' 
singular voices and mutual respect. Played with courage and great artistry” - Pete Bernstein, Jazz Guitarist

"Intelligent compositions and swinging, lyrical lines . . . a pleasure to listen to." - Ben Monder, Master Guitarist 
and Educator

"Greg’s got something going with this duo, and I’m a fan!” - John Clayton, Grammy© winning 
Bassist/Composer/Educator

“. . . a beautiful set of music in a rare combination. The tunes are rich, the songs swing, and the tone is warm. 
This is music to sit back, relax, and enjoy the artistry. Wonderful!”- Rodney Jones, Master Jazz 
Guitarist/Educator

“I was immediately struck by the cohesion, chemistry, compositional prowess, and brilliant playing. I dare say 
Greg’s outdone himself with this record! The mix is PERFECT. Give this one a spin right now!” - Taylor 
Roberts, Master 7-string guitarist

“There have been many duet collaborations in the jazz world but none as interesting, challenging and 
groundbreaking as this one." - Edward Blanco, Allaboutjazz.com and WDNA.88.9FM


